Mitsubishi Motors Malaysia Sdn Bhd is the exclusive distributor of Mitsubishi Motors passenger
cars in Malaysia. Our mission is to establish the Mitsubishi Motors motto of "Driving pleasure and
assured security". Mitsubishi Motors is known for its simplicity and fortitude of driving performance,
handling, safety and durability.
We invite suitable talented individuals who are result-oriented, fast-paced, committed, mature and
can work as a team to join us as:

SENIOR EXECUTIVE –
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
(based in Pekan, Pahang)

To manage and coordinate Production Engineering related issue within manufacturing plant. To
assist project team especially for new model introduction preparation and to focus on Paint Shop
preparation related matters.

Responsibilities:








To provide production engineering support between Japan, Malaysia HQ, Pekan Pahang
and suppliers
To involve in production engineering management during development and mass
production stage especially in Paint Shop related matters. This may require direct
involvement in decision of supplier nomination for machine or equipment, consumable
materials, tools, jigs etc.
To assist on the plant production preparation progress monitoring (Equipment, Jig and
Tools) generally involving all shops (Body, Assembly, Tester etc.)
To manage and coordinate for the best local process flow and production line layout
according to plant capability with advice from principle in Japan.
To coordinate with principle in Japan on the technical know-how transfer to local
operation.
To monitor latest Engineering information in production (Operation Working Standards,
BOM List, Technical Drawings and Specifications)

Requirements:
 Preferably Bachelor Degree in any Engineering field.
 Min. 3 years in automotive experience involving in Paint Shop, Production Engineering
 Understand in overall automotive manufacturing process flow, supply condition and
structures
 Specific knowledge in new color development, paint performance specifications and
requirements
 Good knowledge in paint material, sub material details and their suppliers
 Ability to read engineering drawings / specifications
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Knowledge of CATIA software usage will be an added advantage
Proactive and able to work either independently or in a team
Excellent problem solving, planning and coordinating skills
Strong spoken and written communication skills in both English and Bahasa Melayu
Japanese speaker will be an added advantage

Interested applicants are invited to write-in, fax or email a detailed resume stating qualifications
and experience, current and expected salary together with a recent passport-sized photograph
to :
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